1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Surface modification of titanium dioxide with organic or organometallic molecules has been attracting the attention of the scientific community during the last two decades due to the variety of applications of this material, in particular in photocatalysis and photovoltaic solar cells.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ Under normal conditions, rutile is the most stable bulk TiO~2~ polymorph; however, when nanostructured (usually below 20 nm), the anatase phase is preferred^[@ref4]^ with the (101) being the most stable and exposed surface.^[@ref5]^ Furthermore, the anatase allotrope is considered particularly photoactive^[@ref6]^ and, thus, a good candidate to be used in high surface area photocatalytic and photovoltaic devices. A major bottleneck, however, is that anatase TiO~2~ only absorbs the ultraviolet light, due to its large band gap of 3.2 eV at room temperature.^[@ref7]^ Surface modification with appropriate organic ligands generally allows tuning the band gap of the bare metal oxide, through a red shift of the adsorption band from the UV to the visible range. Functionalization, for example, with catechol, improves the adsorption of the solar spectrum, refining the performances of the material in photoactivated devices.^[@ref8]−[@ref11]^ Due to its central role in the electron-transfer process, the adsorption of catechol, which is the archetype for all functionalized 1,2-dihydroxybenzene ligands, on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface has been widely investigated, both experimentally^[@ref12]−[@ref19]^ and theoretically, using cluster or surface models.^[@ref20]−[@ref25]^ Some of the works present in the literature indicate the bidentate adsorption mode as the most stable one.^[@ref12],[@ref14],[@ref19]^

More recently, surface modification of TiO~2~ has also found application in the modern field of nanomedicine.^[@ref26]−[@ref28]^ In particular, TiO~2~ nanoparticles (NPs) are functionalized in order to build novel bioinorganic hybrid nanoconjugates. In general, these systems are prepared by connecting an inorganic component, such as a metal or metal oxide NP, to biomolecules (e.g., polymers, proteins, DNA fragments). They are used for several biomedical applications, including biocompatibility, multimodal imaging, and targeting of specific cells.^[@ref28]−[@ref31]^ The use of TiO~2~ nanoparticles makes the nanoconjugates perfect candidates for photocatalytic therapy or photoactivated drug release.

However, due to their peculiar surface chemistry, largely determined by the presence of undercoordinated Ti atoms, bare TiO~2~ NPs are cytotoxic.^[@ref32]−[@ref34]^ This problem can be overcome by exploiting the high reactivity exhibited by these undercoordinated sites toward oxygen-rich ligands, as they fill the octahedral coordination sites.^[@ref35]^ Once functionalized, the reactivity of the NPs with cellular proteins is minimized, reducing potential particle toxicity and eventually assuming site selectivity and functionality.^[@ref36]^

The additional advantage deriving from functionalization with organic molecules is that they provide the NP with specific binding sites for biomolecules. A successful strategy for attaching biomolecules to the surface of TiO~2~ is to exploit a linker with double functional moieties: one anchoring the surface of the metal oxide and the other binding the bioactive molecule. The linkers are organic molecules having oxygen-containing substituents, such as dopac or dopamine.^[@ref28],[@ref31],[@ref35],[@ref37]−[@ref43]^ Dopamine exhibits a diolic group (two OH) in the catechol-like portion for surface anchoring and one ethyl-amino group (−CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~) for the bioactive molecule binding. Moreover, it has been shown to facilitate the charge transfer between the inorganic and biological components.^[@ref44]^

Dopamine-modified TiO~2~ NPs were used to detect and repair DNA mutations or to activate specific oxidation processes, in analogy to endonuclease activity.^[@ref28],[@ref31]^ Rajh and co-workers also developed a method to control charge transfer from DNA to TiO~2~/dopamine, exploiting the sequence dependent charge separation.^[@ref45]^ Similarly built systems were used to specifically bind proteins, altering cell metabolism and inducing cell death.^[@ref42],[@ref46],[@ref47]^ Moreover, Thurn et al. synthesized TiO~2~/dopamine/DNA nanoconjugates to be used as gene knockout devices and tumor imaging agents at the same time.^[@ref48]^ Dopamine functionalized TiO~2~ NPs can also bind proteins or peptides to build up electrochemical biosensors, relevant for drug discovery, diagnostics, environmental applications, as well as food safety.^[@ref49],[@ref50]^

Despite the long list of successful syntheses and applications of dopamine-functionalized TiO~2~ nanohybrids, a complete atomistic understanding of the structure, function, and mechanism of these nanodevices is still lacking. Differently from catechol, very little is known about dopamine adsorption on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, in particular with regard to the different binding configurations. Most of the works assume that dopamine adsorbs on the TiO~2~ surface in a bidentate configuration similar to catechol,^[@ref51]^ while the possible role of the ethyl-amino functionality in the binding to the surface is generally neglected.^[@ref52],[@ref54]^ The adsorption of one single molecule of dopamine was studied theoretically by Vega-Arroyo et al. with a TiO~2~ cluster model, who stated that the bidissociated bidentate adsorption mode is favored with respect to the monodentate or molecular ones.^[@ref52],[@ref53]^ Urdaneta et al. investigated the adsorption of dopamine in a low coverage regime, by considering uniquely a bidentate configuration on different low index anatase surfaces.^[@ref54]^

From an experimental point of view, the surface of some spherical colloidal NPs was modified with different amounts of dopamine and optically characterized through adsorption and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy;^[@ref55]^ however, the dopamine adsorption mode was not investigated nor discussed. On an anatase TiO~2~ (101) single crystal, a photoemission study addressing the adsorption of one monolayer of dopamine molecules suggested the bidentate configuration to be the most likely one, even if no assessment on the actual structure of the monolayer was reported.^[@ref44]^ Therefore, a complete and exhaustive understanding of the mechanism of dopamine adsorption on the anatase TiO~2~ (101) surface and of the electronic properties of the resulting hybrid organic/inorganic interface is still lacking.

The aim of this work is to investigate, by means of a wide set of hybrid density functional theory (DFT) calculations including dispersion corrections, the details of the dopamine adsorption on a slab model of the anatase (101) surface of TiO~2~ at increasing coverage, up to a full monolayer. The well-known case of catechol is used as a reference for the more complex case of dopamine, comparing various conceivable low coverage adsorption configurations and identifying the modifications caused by the anchoring molecule to the electronic structure of the material. We considered then increasing dopamine coverages in order to establish the molecular layer growth mechanism, under both kinetic and thermodynamic control. To this end, molecular dynamics simulations, based on the self-consistent charge density-functional tight-binding (SCC-DFTB) theory, have also been performed, screening several possible configurations for a full monolayer of dopamine molecules. Some unexpected proton transfers are observed.

The paper is organized as follows: in [section [2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}](#sec2){ref-type="other"}, we describe the computational details and models used in this work. In [section [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3){ref-type="other"}, we present our results on the isolated molecule adsorption of catechol and dopamine ([section [3.1](#sec3.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.1){ref-type="other"}), on the growth mechanism up to a full monolayer of catechol or dopamine under kinetic control ([section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}), on the most stable dopamine monolayer structure ([section [3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}), and on the possibility of a different thermodynamic growth mechanism ([section [3.4](#sec3.4){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.4){ref-type="other"}). Finally, we present a summary and the relevant conclusions from this study.

2. Computational Details {#sec2}
========================

For all of the density functional theory (DFT) electronic structure calculations and geometry optimizations, we made use of the CRYSTAL14 simulation package,^[@ref56]^ where the Kohn--Sham orbitals are expanded in Gaussian-type orbitals. The all-electron basis sets are Ti 86-4111 (d41) and O 8-4111 (d1) for TiO~2~ and H 5-111 (p1), C 6-31111 (d1), O 8-41111 (d1), and N 6-311 (d1) for the adsorbed catechol and dopamine molecules. We used the HSE06^[@ref57]^ screened hybrid density functional, and we took into account long-range van der Waals interactions with the inclusion of the semiempirical dispersion correction proposed by Grimme (DFT-D2).^[@ref58]^ The cutoff limits in the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange series/sums were set to 10^--7^ for Coulomb overlap tolerance, 10^--7^ for Coulomb penetration tolerance, 10^--7^ for exchange overlap tolerance, 10^--7^ for exchange pseudo-overlap in the direct space, and 10^--14^ for exchange pseudo-overlap in the reciprocal space. For the geometry optimization, forces were relaxed to be less than 4.5 × 10^--4^ au and displacements to be less than 1.8 × 10^--3^ au.

All the self-consistent-charge density functional tight-binding (SCC-DFTB)^[@ref59],[@ref60]^ electronic structure calculations, geometry optimizations, and molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the DFTB+ simulation package.^[@ref61]^ We employed the MATORG parametrization set^[@ref62]^ for the pairwise interaction of the atoms of both TiO~2~ and adsorbed molecules. The description of the hydrogen bonding has been further improved with the inclusion of the empirical HBD correction (ζ = 4).^[@ref63]^

Born--Oppenheimer molecular dynamics simulations were performed within the canonical ensemble (NVT). The Newton equations of motion were integrated with the velocity Verlet algorithm, and a relative small time step of 0.5 fs was used to ensure reversibility. A Nosé--Hoover thermostat, with a time constant of 0.03 ps, kept the temperature at 300 K. After 10 ps of equilibration, the systems were allowed to evolve for another 40 ps. Statistical sampling has been enhanced running four separate simulations for each system, where different random seeds for velocity assignment were considered.

The full optimization of bulk TiO~2~ anatase was carried out on the primitive cell using a Monkhorst--Pack *k*-point mesh of 12 × 12 × 12 to ensure the convergence on the electronic part. The values of the optimized lattice parameters for bulk anatase TiO~2~ are 3.746 and 3.796 Å for *a* and 9.674 and 9.790 Å for *c* with HSE06-D2 and DFTB(MATORG), respectively. The bandgap (*E*~g~) for bulk anatase (101) has been calculated to be 3.7 eV with HSE06-D2 and 3.3 eV with DFTB(MATORG). In [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}, these data have been compared with other hybrid DFT functionals^[@ref64],[@ref65]^ and experimental values.^[@ref66],[@ref68]^

###### Optimized Cell Parameters *a* and *c* (in Å) and Electronic Band Gap *E*~g~ (in eV) of TiO~2~ Bulk Anatase Computed with DFT(HSE06) and DFTB(MATORG) and Compared with Other Hybrid DFT Functionals and Experimental Values

  method                    *a*     *c*     *E*~g~
  ------------------------- ------- ------- --------
  DFT(HSE06), this work     3.746   9.674   3.7
  DFTB(MATORG), this work   3.796   9.790   3.3
  DFT(B3LYP)^[@ref64]^      3.789   9.777   3.8
  DFT(PBE0)^[@ref65]^       3.758   9.704   4.5
  Exp.^[@ref66]^            3.782   9.502    
  Exp.^[@ref67]^                            3.4

To model the (101) anatase surface, three triatomic layers of TiO~2~ slab were considered. The bottom layer was kept fixed to the optimized bulk positions during the geometry optimization (no periodic boundary conditions were imposed in the direction perpendicular to the surface). To investigate binding energies and equilibrium geometries, we used two supercell models: (i) The 1 × 4 supercell model (144 atoms, see [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information) has eight Ti~5c~ (5-fold coordinated) adsorption sites; thus, it allows to model a coverage density of one monolayer, 1 ML (four molecules in the supercell), 0.5 ML (two molecules in the supercell), and 0.25 ML (one molecule in the supercell). (ii) The 2 × 4 supercell model (288 atoms) with 16 Ti~5c~ adsorption sites has been used to model lower coverage densities of 0.125 ML (one molecule in the supercell). Preliminary geometry optimizations were performed at the Γ point, and then, the most stable selected configurations have been further optimized using a *k*-point mesh of 2 × 2 × 1 to ensure the convergence of the electronic structure. The total adsorption energy per molecule has been defined aswhere *E*~slab+nmol~ is the total energy of the whole system, *E*~slab~ is the energy of the surface slab, *E*~mol~ is the energy of the molecule in the gas phase, and *n*~mol~ is the number of molecules adsorbed on the surface.

The total density of states (DOS) and projected density of states (PDOS) were computed with a finer *k*-point mesh of 30 × 30 × 1. For 3D electron charge density plots of the localized states in the band gap, an isovalue of 0.003 au has been used.

The transition state structure for the protonation of the −NH~2~ group of a single dopamine molecule to give −NH~3~^**+**^ on a fully covered 1 × 2 supercell model (72 atoms, 2 dopamine molecules) has been evaluated with the NEB method,^[@ref68]^ as implemented in the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE).^[@ref69]^ This toolkit is a driver, which we interfaced to the CRYSTAL14 code in order to use its internal NEB algorithm which, otherwise, is not implemented in CRYSTAL14. The NEB procedure was carried out employing seven intermediate images. The reaction barrier for the dissociation process is defined aswhere *E*~TS~ is the energy of the transition state geometry and *E*~slab+mol~ is the total energy of the optimized geometry of the dopamine molecules adsorbed on the titania surface with unprotonated −NH~2~ groups.

3. Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================

3.1. Low Coverage: Isolated Molecule Adsorption {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------------

In this section, we analyze the adsorption of an isolated molecule of catechol and then of an isolated molecule of dopamine on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface. First, we define the nomenclature to label the various model structures obtained. Both catechol and dopamine may bind to the five-coordinated titanium (Ti~5c~) on the anatase surface through one (monodentate, M) or two (bidentate, B) O atoms of the hydroxyl groups, in an undissociated ("U") or dissociated ("D") mode. Upon dissociation, one ("D~1~") or two ("D~2~") protons are transferred to neighboring surface 2-fold coordinated O atoms (O~2c~). Finally, dopamine may also bind through the N atom of the amino group in a monodentate fashion ("M^NH~2~^").

We analyzed six different adsorption configurations of catechol, which differ both for the relative position of the molecule with respect to the surface orientation and for the OH dissociation extent. The optimized geometries and the relative HSE06-D2 adsorption energies (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^) are shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. To enucleate the dispersion contribution to Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, we refer to some further data reported in [Table S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information. The six configurations are (1) monodentate undissociated catechol with the molecular plane parallel to the Ti~5c~ row (MU~∥~, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a); (2) monodentate undissociated catechol with the molecular plane perpendicular to the Ti~5c~ row (MU~⊥~, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b); (3) monodentate dissociated catechol (MD, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c); (4) bidentate undissociated catechol (BU, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d); (5) bidentate singly dissociated catechol (BD~1~, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}e); and (6) bidentate doubly dissociated catechol (BD~2~, [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}f). The angle between the phenyl ring plane and the plane along the Ti~5c~ row (i.e., the \[10-1\] direction) is 18.76 and 72.29° for MU~∥~ and MU~⊥~, respectively~.~ In all of the bidentate structures, the phenyl ring tilts toward the nearest O~2c~ atoms, in agreement with previous studies.^[@ref12]^ For the monodentate geometries, the dispersion interactions between the molecule and the slab play a crucial role. As the distance between the average *z* coordinate of the phenyl ring and the slab decreases, the contribution of the dispersion interactions and, consequently, Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ increases. Thus, the order of stability for the monodentate configurations is MU~∥~ \> MD \> MU~⊥~.

![Adsorption modes (side and top views) and adsorption energies per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) for one molecule of catechol on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, as obtained by HSE06-D2: (a) monodentate undissociated parallel (MU~∥~) to the surface; (b) monodentate undissociated perpendicular (MU~⊥~) to the surface; (c) monodentate dissociated (MD); (d) bidentate undissociated (BU); (e) bidentate singly dissociated (BD~1~); (f) bidentate doubly bidissociated (BD~2~). The overlying parallelogram in dashed line represents the supercell model used for the calculations. Relevant distances are reported in Å in proximity of the bond stick or dashed line.](jp-2018-049216_0001){#fig1}

As an overall trend, the bidentate geometries of adsorption, already considered by Liu et al.,^[@ref12]^ result in being more stable than the monodentate ones. In the doubly dissociated BD~2~, the two dissociated protons are transferred on the nearest and on the farthest neighboring O~2c~ atoms, respectively (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}f). For BD~1~ and BU, the undissociated hydroxyl groups preferentially form H-bonds with the farthest neighboring O~2c~ atoms of the surface (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d and e, respectively). We found that the BD~2~ structure is approximately degenerate to BD~1~ (−0.01 eV); therefore, in the low coverage regime, both configurations are likely to exist, whereas the molecular adsorbed configuration BU is higher in energy. The contribution of the dispersion energies is nearly constant for the bidentate conformations (around −0.6/0.7 eV for HSE06-D2).

Since we found that the bidentate (singly and doubly) dissociated adsorption modes are the most favored in the case of catechol, those are the ones we will consider for dopamine adsorption. Although dopamine presents many more configurational degrees of freedom than catechol, only few geometries of adsorption have been considered in the literature so far.^[@ref50]−[@ref52]^ In [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we report the six most interesting structures among those studied in the present work, with the phenyl ring tilting both toward the nearest surface O~2c~ (three on the left) and toward the nearest O~3c~ atoms (three on the right). The adsorption energies (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^) obtained by HSE06-D2 (and HSE06 on the HSE06-D2 optimized geometry) are summarized in [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information.

![Adsorption modes (side and top views) and adsorption energies per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) for one molecule of dopamine on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, as obtained by HSE06-D2. The molecules can be tilted both toward the O~2c~ atoms of the surface (left panel) and toward the O~3c~ (right panel). (a) Singly dissociated bidentate with respect to OH and monodentate with respect to NH~2~ (B°D~1~M^NH~2~^) when tilted toward O~2c~ and singly dissociated monodentate (M°D~1~M^NH~2~^) when tilted toward O~3c~; (b) bidentate doubly dissociated with respect to OH (B°D~2~); (c) bidentate doubly dissociated with respect to OH and monodentate with respect to NH~2~ (B°D~2~M^NH~2~^). The overlying parallelogram in dashed line represents the supercell model used for the calculations. Relevant distances are reported in Å in proximity of the bond stick or dashed line.](jp-2018-049216_0002){#fig2}

The configurations are (1) bidentate and singly dissociated dopamine with respect to the OH group and monodentate with respect to the NH~2~ group binding to a surface Ti~5c~ atom (B°D~1~M^NH~2~^, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a); (2) bidentate and doubly dissociated dopamine with respect to the OH groups (B°D~2~ in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b); and (3) bidentate and doubly dissociated with respect to the OH groups and monodentate with respect to the NH~2~ group binding a surface Ti~5c~ atom (B°D~2~M^NH~2~^, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). We always started the relaxation from the bidentate configuration, but in one case, this evolved into a monodentate species (M°D~1~M^NH~2~^, see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). In the B°D~2~ adsorption mode, the amino-ethyl group (−CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~) stands up toward the vacuum, while, in B°D~2~M^NH~2~^, the molecule bends toward the surface to allow the binding of the −NH~2~ group to a Ti~5c~ and the formation of H-bonds with the surface O~2c~. B°D~2~ is the dopamine corresponding structure for the BD~2~ with catechol ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}f), and it is the only bidentate configuration that was previously reported in the literature for dopamine. However, we find that it is the least stable among those considered in this work, by about 1 eV (see [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, since for B°D~2~ there is no additional interaction of the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ group with the surface, the molecule can be indifferently tilted toward the O~2c~ or toward the O~3c~ (the two structures are perfectly isoenergetic, Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ = −1.64 eV). On the other hand, both for B°D~1~M^NH~2~^ and B°D~2~M^NH~2~^, the configurations bent toward the O~3c~ are slightly more favored, due to a larger interaction of the ring with the underlying surface. Since B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ is the most stable adsorption mode (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ = −2.91 eV) and the relative stability with respect to B°D~1~M^NH~2~^ is −0.24 eV, such a structure is expected to be the predominant one in the low coverage regime. This conclusion is different from what was found for catechol, where BD~2~ and BD~1~ structures are likely to coexist, as discussed above.

For the most stable B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ adsorption configuration of dopamine, both OH groups are dissociated and, consequently, two protons are transferred to surface O~2c~ atoms. We considered different H positions, as detailed in [Figure S1](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) and in [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information, to define which is the lowest energy one, i.e., one H on the O~2c~ just under the phenyl ring and the other H on a O~2c~ in the next parallel row (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c).

Finally, we also evaluated the cell size effect on the absorption energy values by means of a larger surface model (2 × 4 supercell, with 16 Ti~5c~ sites). Only B°D~1~M^NH~2~^ resulted in being slightly stabilized, with Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ = −2.71 eV (vs −2.67 eV in the 1 × 4 supercell). This result further confirms that, at low coverage, this is the principal adsorption mode for dopamine molecules on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface.

### 3.1.1. Electronic Properties {#sec3.1.1}

In this section, we investigate and compare the electronic structure of the most stable configurations identified in the previous section both for catechol and for dopamine. In [Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}, we report the values for the electronic band (*E*~g~) and HOMO--LUMO (Δ~HOMO--LUMO~) gaps calculated for the anatase TiO~2~(101) slab, the BD~2~ (even if it is nearly isoenergetic with BD~1~ at low coverage, it was found to be predominant at increasing coverage),^[@ref12]^ and B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ structures for catechol and dopamine, respectively. The Δ~HOMO--LUMO~ gap is defined as the difference between the highest occupied state introduced by the adsorbed molecule and the bottom of the conduction band (CB). As it can be seen, the band gap (*E*~g~) is essentially not affected by the adsorption of one single molecule of catechol BD~2~ or dopamine B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ (*E*~g~ = 4.11 eV for the slab alone and *E*~g~ = 4.12 eV with the molecules adsorbed). The Δ~HOMO--LUMO~ gap is evaluated to be 2.15 eV for BD~2~ catechol and 2.26 eV for dopamine B°D~2~M^NH~2~^, which indicates a sensible red-shift of the optical band gap of the TiO~2~ surface resulting from the adsorption. In addition, for both systems, we have calculated the total (DOS) and projected density of states (PDOS) in the range between −5 and +5 eV, with reference to the Fermi energy of the system. The electronic structures ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) for catechol BD~2~ and dopamine B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ are shown in parts a and b of [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively, and present several analogies. The 3D charge density plots for the midgap states arising in the presence of the adsorbed single molecule of catechol and dopamine are reported in [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) and [Figure S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information, respectively.

###### Electronic (*E*~g~) and HOMO--LUMO (Δ~HOMO--LUMO~) Band Gap in eV for One Single Molecule of Catechol BD~2~ and Dopamine B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ Adsorbed on the Anatase (101) TiO~2~ Surface, as Calculated by HSE06-D2

                                       *E*~g~ (eV)   Δ~HOMO--LUMO~ (eV)
  ------------------------------------ ------------- --------------------
  bare TiO~2~ surface                  4.11           
  TiO~2~ + catechol (BD~2~)            4.12          2.15
  TiO~2~ + dopamine (B°D~2~M^NH~2~^)   4.12          2.26

![Total (DOS) and projected (PDOS) density of states for low coverage adsorption of a single molecule of (a) catechol BD~2~ and (b) dopamine B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface. The zero energy reference is set at the Fermi energy of the system and highlighted by a dotted line.](jp-2018-049216_0003){#fig3}

The peak placed at lowest energy (HOMO--2) is mainly due to the p state of the O atoms of the molecule, while the other two states (HOMO--1 and HOMO) are related to the π and π\* orbitals of the C atoms of the phenyl ring. It is possible to see that, differently from HOMO and HOMO--1 states, which are totally localized on the molecule, the electronic density for HOMO--2 has a contribution also from the nearest surface O~3c~ atoms. For dopamine B°D~2~M^NH~2~^, the peak relative to the p states of N is placed inside the valence band and the 3D charge density plot is reported in [Figure S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information. This is due to the formation of a bond between N and the underneath Ti~5c~, increasing the hybridization of the molecule with the surface.

3.2. Growth Mechanism {#sec3.2}
---------------------

In this section, we focus on the growth mechanism of one full monolayer of catechol and then of dopamine molecules on the TiO~2~ anatase (101) surface. We assume that deposition takes place under kinetic control and, therefore, molecules quickly arrange on the surface one after the other, before the ethyl-amino functionality of dopamine has time to bend toward the surface. We will give more insights about the possible final and thermodynamically more stable configurations and adsorption patterns of the full monolayer of dopamine molecules in the next section ([3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}). The molecules are considered to grow in the bidentate adsorption mode: BD~2~ for catechol (see image on left side, central row of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), which was found to be the most stable adsorption mode at increasing coverage,^[@ref12]^ and up_NH~2~ for dopamine (see image on left side, bottom row of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Adsorption modes (side and top view) for different growing patterns and adsorption energies per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) for a full monolayer (1.0 ML) of bidentate BD~2~ catechol (upper panel) or bidentate up_NH~2~ dopamine molecules (lower panel) on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, as calculated by HSE06-D2. The growth of the full monolayer is schematically represented at the top: (a) along the \[11-1\] row; (b) along the \[1-1-1\] row; and (c) with a zigzag pattern. The overlying parallelogram or rectangle in dashed line represents the supercell model used for the calculations. Relevant distances are reported in Å in proximity of the bond stick.](jp-2018-049216_0004){#fig4}

The up_NH~2~ adsorption mode is a doubly dissociated bidentate configuration only slightly different with respect to B°D~2~ (see [section [3.1](#sec3.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.1){ref-type="other"}, [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) due to the different orientation of the amino-ethyl functionality. In the up_NH~2~ adsorption mode, this points upward, toward the vacuum, and does not interact with the surface (see [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), as suggested by previous studies.^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ This is not the only possible adsorption mode for dopamine (neither the most stable, see [section [3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}), but it is the one we expect to observe in the initial phase of the self-assembling growth process.

In the bidentate modes above, molecules bind two of the eight Ti~5c~ sites present in the 1 × 4 supercell; therefore, at full coverage, four molecules adsorb. The adsorption energies at increasing coverage for catechol BD~2~ are reported in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}, whereas the adsorption configurations for 0.5 and 1.0 ML coverage regimes are shown in [Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information and [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (middle row), respectively. To enucleate the dispersion contribution to Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, we refer to some further data reported in [Table S3](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information.

###### Adsorption Energies per Molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) for Different Growing Patterns and Coverages of Catechol BD~2~ Adsorbed on the Anatase (101) TiO~2~ Surface, as Calculated by HSE06-D2[a](#tbl3-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  BD~2~ catechol coverage        N. Occ Ti~5c~   N. molecules   Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ (eV), HSE06-D2
  ------------------------------ --------------- -------------- -------------------------------
  0.25 ML                        2/8             1              --1.69
  0.5 ML \[same row\]            4/8             2              --1.62
  0.5 ML \[diff. row\]           4/8             2              --1.96
  0.5 ML \[zigzag\]              4/8             2              --1.97
  1.0 ML \[11-1\] or \[1-1-1\]   8/8             4              --1.98
  1.0 ML \[zigzag\]              8/8             4              --1.99

For the labeling, refer to [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information, and [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}.

At 0.5 ML coverage, the second catechol molecule can bind either next to the first, thus on the same Ti~5c~ row ("0.5 ML\[same row\]" in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} and [Figure S1a](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information), or on the parallel Ti~5c~ row ("0.5 ML\[diff. row\]" in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} and [Figure S1b](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information), along the \[11-1\] direction and zigzag ("0.5 ML\[zig-zag\]" in [Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="other"}](#tbl3){ref-type="other"} and [Figure S1c](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information). The last two configurations are nearly isoenergetic and are favored by −0.34/--0.35 eV with respect to the first one.

For the full coverage regime of bidentate molecules, three different patterns are possible, as represented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: the already mentioned growth along the \[11-1\] direction ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a), the symmetrically equivalent one along the \[1-1-1\] direction ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b), and the zigzag growth ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c), modeled by means of an orthorhombic cell. According to our calculation, the zigzag pattern is isoenergetic with those along the \[11-1\] and \[1-1-1\] directions in the case of catechol. Experimentally, however, Liu et al. observed by means of an STM (scanning tunneling microscope) study that an adsorbed monolayer of catechol molecules on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface forms elongated islands along the two symmetric directions \[11-1\] and \[1-1-1\].^[@ref12]^ Therefore, for some kinetic reasons that do not emerge from our static calculations, the zigzag pattern is not experimentally observed.

In the case of a just deposited dopamine monolayer (up_NH~2~ configuration), we obtain again similar energies for the corresponding three possible growth directions (\[11-1\], \[1-1-1\], and zigzag, as shown in the bottom row of [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Since in this case no experimental STM image is reported in the literature, we cannot exclude the possibility of a zigzag type growth pattern, as discussed in the next section ([3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}).

3.3. Full Coverage of Dopamine {#sec3.3}
------------------------------

In this section, we discuss in detail the different possible minimum structures for a full monolayer of dopamine molecules. We will first focus on the \[11-1\] growth direction (see [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). More configurations for the monolayer of the up_NH~2~ dopamine molecules are possible than the ones shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, depending on the relative orientation of the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ group with respect to the \[010\] direction. The equilibrium structures, the schemes of adsorption patterns, and the relative adsorption energies are reported in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. More specifically, the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ functional group of the four dopamine molecules can be all LEFT-oriented (up_NH~2~(LL), [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a), mixed RIGHT/LEFT (up_NH~2~(RL), [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) or LEFT/RIGHT (up_NH~2~(LR), [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c), or all RIGHT-oriented (up_NH~2~(RR), [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d). These adsorption patterns are nearly isoenergetic, and their appearance is consequently equally probable from a thermodynamic point of view. This fact has crucial consequences on the final adsorption structure of the dopamine molecules composing the monolayer on anatase (101) TiO~2~, as we will extensively discuss in the following.

![Adsorption modes (side and top view), adsorption energies per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV), and schematic top view sketch of the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ functionality for a full monolayer of dopamine molecules: (a) up_NH~2~(LL), (b) up_NH~2~(RL), (c) up_NH~2~(LR), and (d) up_NH~2~(RR) adsorbed on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface. LEFT-oriented and RIGHT-oriented functional groups are marked in green and purple, respectively. The overlying parallelogram in dashed line represents the supercell model used for the calculations.](jp-2018-049216_0005){#fig5}

In order to investigate how the temperature will affect the rearrangement of the as-deposited up_NH~2~ dopamine molecules in the three possible configurations, we performed three DFTB molecular dynamics runs at 1 atm and 300 K. To monitor the dynamical behavior of different configurations considered, we plotted the *p*(*z*) distributions of the vertical (*z*) component of the distance between the N atom of the dopamine molecules and the Ti~5c~ atoms of the surface (see [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of up_NH~2~(RR) (black line in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), all of the functional groups which initially are oriented toward the vacuum rotate during the simulation, allowing the N atoms of each dopamine molecule to bend down toward the slab (as shown going from [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a to [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b). This gives rise to a major peak of the *p*(*z*) at ∼3.5 Å, thus having the N atom very close to the surface. In the case of up_NH~2~(RL) (blue line in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), only for half of the dopamine molecules (the ones with the ethyl-amino functionalities RIGHT-oriented) it is possible to rotate their functional groups and to bend toward the surface because of the steric hindrance of another dopamine molecule in front of them. Thus, the *p*(*z*) presents two peaks: one at ∼3.5 Å, relative to the molecules that bent down, and one at ∼6.5 Å relative to the molecules (LEFT-oriented) that cannot bend down. For the up_NH~2~(LL) configuration (red line in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), all of the N atoms remain at ∼6.5 Å, since none of functional groups have the space to bend down toward the surface. In this last case, we can notice the presence of a second small peak at around 4.5--5 Å in the *p*(*z*) distribution. This is due to a partial rotation of the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ group induced by the temperature, which does not result in the complete sloping toward the surface.

![DFTB distribution *p*(*z*) of the vertical *z* component of the distances between the N atoms of the ethyl-amino group of the dopamine monolayer and the (101) anatase TiO~2~ surface (Ti~5c~ atoms). Colors refer to the different initial configurations, up_NH~2~(RR) in black, up_NH~2~(RL) in blue, and up_NH~2~(LL) in red.](jp-2018-049216_0006){#fig6}

![Process of rotation and protonation of the adsorbed dopamine molecules in the full coverage regime, starting from (a) the up_NH~2~(RR) configuration, resulting in (b) the down_NH~2~(RR) structure and followed by the protonation, which yields (c) the down_NH~3~^+^(RR) structure. Adsorption energy per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) and differences of adsorption energy between configurations (ΔΔ*E*~ads~^mol^) are reported. On the left bottom corner, we show a scheme of H-bonding for the full monolayer of dopamine molecules in the down_NH~2~(RR) configuration. Relevant distances are reported in Å in proximity of the bond stick or dashed line.](jp-2018-049216_0007){#fig7}

The result of the MD simulation starting from an up_NH~2~(RR) configuration is schematically represented in the first part of [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}a and b. As a result of a rotation, we observe a bidentate down_NH~2~(RR) structure ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}b), where all of the amino-ethyl groups have sloped down and H-bonding with the anchoring O atoms of two neighboring dopamine molecules on the next parallel Ti~5c~ row (see the scheme in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This down_NH~2~(RR) structure is extremely stable (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ = −2.63 eV), almost −0.40 eV more stable than up_NH~2~(RR) (see [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}). We can estimate the barrier for the process of −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ rotation/bending to be of the order of *kT* (25 meV), where *k* is the Boltzmann constant, since this process occurred within the first 10 ps of the MD at 300 K.

###### Adsorption Energy per Molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) for the Possible Configurations Reached during the Formation of a Full Monolayer of Dopamine, as Calculated by HSE06-D2[a](#tbl4-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ HSE06-D2   row \[11-1\] tilted toward O~2c~   zigzag
  ------------------------- ---------------------------------- --------
  up_NH~2~(RR)              --2.26                              
  up_NH~2~(RL)              --2.22                             --2.20
  up_NH~2~(LR)              --2.22                              
  up_NH~2~(LL)              --2.22                              
  down_NH~2~(RR)            --2.63                              
  down_NH~3~^+^(RR)         --3.12                             --3.06

For the labeling, refer to [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

When the dopamine molecules bind the surface through a bidentate adsorption mode, the protons deriving from the dissociation of the OH groups saturate all of the O~2c~ of the surface forming bridging O~2c~H groups. Therefore, since at the full coverage there is such a high density of bridging O~2c~H groups formed on the surface, we considered the possibility that some of the protons are transferred to the NH~2~ moieties of the dopamine molecules, resulting in the formation of R--NH~3~^+^ groups. Indeed, we found that this is a thermodynamically favorable process for all four molecules, leading to the formation of a very stable structure (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ = −3.12 eV), the down_NH~3~^+^(RR) structure ([Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}c). Each proton transfer is associated with an energy stabilization of nearly −0.15 eV (see [Table S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information). All adsorption energies are detailed in [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}. Some other less stable optimized structures examined throughout this work are reported in [Figure S6](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf), and all of the Δ*E*~ads~^mol^ are listed in [Table S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information.

To confirm that the protonation of the R--NH~2~ groups of the dopamine molecules to form R--NH~3~^+^ is feasible from a kinetic point of view, we computed the activation barrier by means of nudged elastic band calculations (NEB). The process is found to be barrierless, so we can conclude that, when and if the R--NH~2~ group of a dopamine molecule gets close to the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, there will be a spontaneous proton transfer from the surface O~2c~H to the R--NH~2~ group.

Differently from the low coverage regime, where all of the configurations considered are most stable if the phenyl ring is tilted toward the O~3c~ atom of the surface (see [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} in [section [3.1](#sec3.1){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.1){ref-type="other"} and [Table S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information), at full coverage, a larger stability is observed when the phenyl ring is tilted toward the O~2c~. For the most favorable down_NH~3~^+^, the difference is of −0.27 eV in favor of the tilting toward the O~2c~.

On the basis of the results obtained so far, (i) all of the up_NH~2~ configurations in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} are almost isoenergetic (see also [Table [4](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}](#tbl4){ref-type="other"}), (ii) the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ tend to rotate and slope down (as observed during the DFTB-MD simulations), (iii) the proton transfer from O~2c~H to the R--NH~2~ is barrierless, and (iv) down_NH~3~^+^ is the thermodynamically most favorable adsorption mode, we may infer what are the possible scenarios for the different patterns of a full monolayer of dopamine molecules along the \[11-1\] row on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface. The configuration where all of the molecules are RIGHT-oriented (up_NH~2~(RR) in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d) results in a structure where 100% of −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ groups slope down and consequently accept a proton from the surface, leading to the formation of down_NH~3~^+^(RR) (see [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}a). On the other hand, the configuration where all of the molecules are LEFT-oriented (up_NH~2~(LL)) along the \[11-1\] direction (see [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a) remains 100% up, with the nonprotonated NH~2~ group, since there is not sufficient space for the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ groups to rotate and bend down toward the surface. Finally, the mixed 50% RIGHT/LEFT (up_NH~2~(RL) in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b) or LEFT/RIGHT (up_NH~2~(LR) in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c) configurations will result in 50% up_NH~2~ and 50% down_NH~3~^+^ structure (see [Figure S6e](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information). Therefore, overall, the proportion between the dopamine molecules up_NH~2~ and the protonated molecules down_NH~3~^+^ present on the surface is 50:50. Our conclusions provide a solid rationalization of the experimental observations by Syres et al., based on photoemission spectra (XPS) of one monolayer of dopamine molecules on the anatase TiO~2~(101) surface.^[@ref43]^ The measurements detected the presence of NH~2~ and of another N-containing species, whose binding energy is consistent with that of the NH~3~^+^ group, with a proportion of nearly 50:50.

![Possible growing patterns and related adsorption energies per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV) for a full monolayer of down_NH~3~^+^ dopamine molecules on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, as calculated by HSE06-D2. Growth of the full monolayer is reported (a) along the \[11-1\] row, (b) along the \[1-1-1\] row, and (c) with a zigzag pattern. The overlying parallelogram or rectangle in dashed line represents the supercell model used for the calculations.](jp-2018-049216_0008){#fig8}

This scenario holds not only for the case of the dopamine molecules deposited along the \[11-1\] direction but also for the cases along the \[1-1-1\] direction and with the zigzag pattern (see [section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"} for definitions). For all three of these cases, there is a proper orientation of the ethyl-amino groups, which allows the rotation, the sloping, and the consequent protonation, forming the thermodynamic most stable down_NH~3~^+^structures (see [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), but also an improper orientation, which prevents such motion of the ethyl-amino groups, leaving all of the dopamine molecules in the up_NH~2~ configuration, and finally a mixed configuration, where up_NH~2~ and down_NH~3~^+^ are equally represented.

In particular, regarding the case of the growth along the \[1-1-1\] row, it results to be symmetrically equivalent to the \[11-1\]: when the molecules on the surface assemble with the functional group RIGHT-oriented ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b), they assume an up_NH~2~ adsorption configuration, since there is not enough space for the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ rotation. On the contrary, when they are LEFT-oriented, the dopamine molecules will arrange to reach the most stable down_NH~3~^+^ structure ([Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}b). The case in which the molecules are half RIGHT- and half LEFT-oriented results in a mixed 50% up_NH~2~ and 50% down_NH~3~^+^ structure for full coverage.

Even in a zigzag growth regime, there are configurations, with alternating LEFT- and RIGHT-oriented groups, where the molecules are prevented from sloping down, such as the one in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c, and configurations, with alternating RIGHT- and LEFT-oriented groups, where the molecules find enough space to slope down, producing the down_NH~3~^+^ pattern (see [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}c). If the functional groups are all RIGHT- or all LEFT-oriented, 50% of the molecules are expected to be up_NH~2~ and 50% to be down_NH~3~^+^.

Overall, independently from the deposition pattern considered, in a full monolayer of dopamine molecules on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, we expect to observe an average of 50% of dopamine molecules standing up and preserving the NH~2~ group and 50% of protonated molecules (NH~3~^+^), as a result of the rotation and sloping of the ethyl-amino functionality.

### 3.3.1. Electronic Properties {#sec3.3.1}

In this section, we investigate and compare the electronic structure of one full monolayer of dopamine molecules in the up_NH~2~(RR) and down_NH~3~^+^(RR) configurations adsorbed on anatase (101) TiO~2~ in terms of the total (DOS) and projected density of states (PDOS) in the range between −5 and +5 eV with reference to the Fermi energy of the system. The electronic structures for the up_NH~2~(RR) and down_NH~3~^+^(RR) configurations are shown in [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. We report in [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"} the values for the electronic (*E*~g~) and HOMO--LUMO (Δ~HOMO--LUMO~) band gap for the two structures.

###### Electronic (*E*~g~) and HOMO--LUMO (Δ~HOMO--LUMO~) Band Gaps in eV for One Full Monolayer of Dopamine Molecules Adsorbed on the Anatase (101) TiO~2~ Surface in the up_NH~2~(RR) and down_NH~3~^+^ Configurations, as Calculated by HSE06-D2

                  *E*~g~ (eV)   Δ~HOMO--LUMO~ (eV)
  --------------- ------------- --------------------
  up_allNH~2~     4.16          2.20
  down_NH~3~^+^   4.32          2.66

![Total (DOS) and projected (PDOS) density of states for the adsorption of one full monolayer of dopamine molecules: (a) up_NH~2~(RR) and (b) down_NH~3~^+^(RR) on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface. The zero energy reference is set at the Fermi energy of the system and highlighted by a dotted line.](jp-2018-049216_0009){#fig9}

The PDOS of up_NH~2~(RR) ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}a) presents five midgap states. The HOMO is predominantly constituted by one π state of the phenyl ring with a major contribution from the C atoms, whereas the HOMO--1 is localized on two equivalent N atoms of the dopamine molecule. Also, the HOMO--2 state is mainly constituted by the p states of the nitrogen atoms, while the HOMO--3 has a strong contribution of the bonding π orbital of the carbon atoms of the phenyl ring. The HOMO--4 is formed by the p states of the anchoring oxygen states of the dopamine molecules, hybridized with those from the O atoms of the TiO~2~ surface.

The PDOS of the down_NH~3~^+^(RR) full monolayer structure ([Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}b) presents only three midgap states. The HOMO and HOMO--1 are essentially π orbitals of the C atoms of the phenyl ring. The HOMO--2 state has a major contribution from the O atom states of the adsorbed dopamine molecules. Differently from up_NH~2~(RR), there are no midgap states related to the N atom, which are deep inside the valence band, because of the large stabilization effect due to the positive charge. For the same reason, both the electronic (*E*~g~ = 4.33 eV) and the optical (Δ~HOMO--LUMO~ = 2.66 eV) band gaps are wider for down_NH~3~^+^ with respect to the up_NH~2~(RR) configuration (see [Table [5](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}](#tbl5){ref-type="other"}). The 3D charge density plots for the midgap states arising in the presence of the adsorbed dopamine molecules are reported in [Figure S7](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) and [Figure S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf) in the Supporting Information, respectively.

3.4. Thermodynamic Growth {#sec3.4}
-------------------------

As discussed at the beginning of [section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}, the patterns investigated so far are those expected under kinetic control. The paramount assumption is that the self-assembling process, namely, the mechanism of adsorption of one dopamine molecule after the other on the surface of TiO~2~, takes place before any added molecule has the time to bend down toward the surface. In this last section, we wish to discuss what would happen under thermodynamic control. Under these conditions, we expect that 100% of dopamine molecules will bend down and receive a proton from the surface, leading to the down_NH~3~^+^ adsorption mode, as we will describe in the following.

Under thermodynamic control, the self-assembling process to a full monolayer of dopamine molecules on anatase (101) occurs so slowly that there is sufficient time for the ethyl-amino group of the first adsorbed dopamine molecule to bend down toward the surface and/or eventually move to another adsorption site before a second molecule reaches the surface. Indeed, the dopamine molecules may have certain mobility on the surface, through the flipping from one Ti~5c~ atom of the surface to another by rotation around one Ti--O bond. The thermodynamic growth is, therefore, completely different from the kinetic growth presented in [section [3.2](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.2){ref-type="other"}.

We can consider the growth along the \[11-1\] row as a case study (see [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}) and analyze an initial situation where the first molecule is adsorbed with the ethyl-amino group as RIGHT-oriented. A second molecule will adsorb on the closest available position along the \[11-1\] direction, with the first dopamine molecule bending toward the surface. We considered the case where the ethyl-amino functionality of the second molecule is LEFT-oriented (note that RIGHT orientation was already considered in down_NH~2~(RR) in [section [3.3](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}](#sec3.3){ref-type="other"}). Then, a third dopamine molecule binds the surface. If it anchors along the \[11-1\] row, there is not enough space for the bending of the second LEFT-oriented molecule. Therefore, the second molecule remains up_NH~2~ (see side view in the bottom of [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}a), unless the third dopamine molecule flips, rotating around the Ti--O bond ([Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}b). After flipping, the third molecule would occupy a bonding position along the \[1-1-1\] row, allowing the second LEFT-oriented molecule to slope down (see side view in the bottom of [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}b). The adsorption energy per molecule for the zigzag pattern ([Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}b) is −2.34 eV, which is −0.15 eV more favored than the one along the \[11-1\] row (−2.19 eV). This means that, if the bending and the flipping are in the same time scale of the self-assembling (thermodynamic growth), the totality of the dopamine molecules will arrange in a way that their ethyl-amino functionality is allowed to bend toward the surface and accept a proton, resulting in 100% down_NH~3~^+^ configuration at the full coverage.

![Scheme showing top and side (from the \[10-1\] direction) views for two different growing mechanisms: (a) growth along the \[11-1\] row and (b) with a zigzag pattern (after the flipping of the third dopamine molecule) and their relative adsorption energies per molecule (Δ*E*~ads~^mol^, in eV). LEFT-oriented and RIGHT-oriented functional groups are marked in green and purple, respectively.](jp-2018-049216_0010){#fig10}

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

In summary, in this work, we have first investigated, analyzed, and compared the adsorption configurations and electronic structure of catechol and dopamine when adsorbed on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface at low coverage. Isolated catechol molecules preferentially bind in two bidentate modes (BD~1~ and BD~2~ in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), where either one or two protons are transferred to the surface. These two structures are essentially isoenergetic. Dopamine presents a larger number of degrees of freedom, given the added −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ functional group. The most stable structure is bidentate (B°D~2~M^NH~2~^ in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), tilting toward the O~3c~ side, coordinating the NH~2~ group with a surface Ti~5c~ and with the two dissociated protons on different Ti~5c~ rows. The electronic structure analysis ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) for these stable adsorption structures of catechol and dopamine indicates similar features: three gap states are present, with those deriving from dopamine being slightly deeper.

Second, we investigated the growth mechanism of molecular monolayers under kinetic control, i.e., under fast molecular deposition time. Under these conditions, molecules are expected to quickly arrange on the surface one after the other. In the case of dopamine, the consequence is that self-assembling takes place before the ethyl-amino group bends toward the surface (up_NH~2~ models). We identified three isoenergetic growth paths: along the \[11-1\] and \[1-1-1\] rows and zigzag ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Note that in the case of catechol experimental STM images show only the first two.^[@ref12]^

In the case of dopamine, we have further investigated all of the possible configurations for the growth path along the \[11-1\] direction. The ethyl-amino group introduces the possibility of various configurations, as shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, for the up_NH~2~ structures (RR, RL, LR, and LL). Again, energy differences are negligible. However, starting from these structures and providing some temperature in a molecular dynamics simulation (with DFTB), we observe that the −CH~2~CH~2~NH~2~ bends down (down_NH~2~), whenever possible, and receives a proton from the oxide surface, forming a −CH~2~CH~2~NH~3~^+^ species (down_NH~3~^+^); see [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Kinetic barriers for these processes are found to be very low or null. However, not all configurations allow the ethyl-amino bending and the proton transfer due to steric hindrance. Therefore, we expect that 50% of the molecules will be bent and protonated, whereas 50% of them will be standing upward and not deprotonated. Analogous results are predicted for the \[1-1-1\] direction of growth and for the zigzag. Our analysis and conclusions provide a solid rationalization for the experimental observations by Syres et al. based on photoemission spectra of one monolayer of dopamine molecules on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface.^[@ref43]^ The proton transfer from the surface to the dopamine moiety observed at full coverage affects the electronic structure of the hybrid organic/inorganic system. At full coverage down_NH~3~^+^, the dopamine states are rather stabilized by the positive charge from the proton ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b vs [Figure [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}b).

Finally, we have considered what would differ if the growth took place under thermodynamic control. Under these conditions, molecules have time to diffuse, flip, or bend on the surface; therefore, they all would be able to reach their thermodynamic minimum at full coverage, being all protonated and bent toward the surface (see [Figure [10](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} and related discussion).

To conclude, this study, based on a wide set of hybrid density functional theory calculations including dispersion forces, provides a clear scenario for the adsorption modes, patterns of growth, and configurations of dopamine on the anatase (101) TiO~2~ surface, with reference to the archetype of 1,2-dihydroxybenzene ligands, i.e., catechol. We concluded that, at low coverage, the isolated dopamine molecule prefers to bend toward the surface, coordinating the NH~2~ group to a Ti~5c~ ion. At high coverage, the packed molecules succeed in bending toward the surface only in some monolayer configurations. When they do, a proton is transferred from the surface to the ethyl-amino group, forming terminal NH~3~^+^ species, which highly interact with the O atoms of a neighboring dopamine molecule. This strong Coulombic interaction largely stabilizes the self-assembled layer. On the basis of these results, we predict that improving the probability of dopamine molecules being free to bend toward the surface through thermodynamic versus kinetic growth conditions will lead to a monolayer of fully protonated dopamine molecules.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921).Tables reporting adsorption energies for one single molecule of catechol or dopamine on TiO~2~; table reporting adsorption energies for different growing patterns and coverage of catechol; table reporting adsorption energies for a full monolayer of dopamine molecules; labeling for the possible position of dissociated H atoms on the TiO~2~ surface; 3D charge density plots of the midgap states for one single molecule of catechol and of dopamine; 3D charge density plots of the nitrogen midgap state for one single molecule of dopamine; adsorption configurations for half coverage of catechol; adsorption configurations for full coverage of dopamine; 3D charge density plots of the midgap states for full coverage of catechol and of dopamine ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b04921/suppl_file/jp8b04921_si_001.pdf))
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